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31st Oct. 2016 1 Month 2 Month 3 Month 1 year

27930 27250 29001 28750 31000

8625 8450 9000 8875 9500

66.77 66.25 65 69 62.5

1273 1241 1250 1175 1325

17.79 17.21 17.5 16.5 20

48.06 49 51 42.5 45
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YTD %  ChangeInstruments Oct. 2016 % Change

Dear Valued Reader,

We are ready with our Nov-Dec 2016 and Jan 2017 forecast. 

Now, before we get into details, we would humbly thank everybody who reads and visits our write-ups 
and to all of you who said nice words, made us smile, and made writing our research notes a fun. We 
hope to make it better and bigger and expect final part of 2016 to be a life changing year, and as always 
much will depend on your suggestions and valuable inputs.

Market recap:

Before we start a brand new-innings of trading this November 2016, let’s review how the major indices 
listed at Dalal Street fared October 2016 and from 1st January 2016 - October 2016: 

LTP

Sensex 27930

Nifty 8625

Gold $ 1273

Silver $ 17.79

Crude-oil $ 48.06

USD/INR 66.77

BSE Auto Index 22185

BSE Bank Index 22360

BSE Capital Goods Index 14920

+0.23% 6.94%

0.17% 8.55%

20.81%

31.90%

0.51% 7.49%

0.24% 0.56%

19.80%

1.46% 15.37%

2.33% 5.61%

-3.19%

-7.10%

-0.21%
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            Sensex: 27,930                                                    Volatility likely to be hallmark.

Nifty: 8,625                                                     

As expected, the benchmark Nifty & Sensex traded absolutely range bound for October 2016. But we suspect, Dalal 
Street is set to get volatile in November 2016 as U.S politics is likely to dominate trading action. Brace yourself for 

political jitters as U.S politics remains a potential source of volatility in an otherwise sleepy trading 
environment.

Politics aside, investors will have plenty to digest in the near term as the Federal Reserve holds its policy 
meeting and corporate earnings season continues.

YTD %  ChangeInstruments Oct. 2016 % ChangeLTP

BSE Consumer Durables 12927

BSE FMCG 8510

BSE Healthcare 16471

BSE Metal 10317

BSE Midcap 13473

BSE Power 2006

BSE Reality 1556

BSE Oil/gas 12316

BSE IT 10033

3.02% 7.75%

0.59% 8.11%

1.80%

5.67% 39.46%

2.33% 20.91%

0.89% 2.47%

2.91% 15.76%

8.26% 28.90%

-2.56%

-1.92% -9.30%
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Agreed, volatility will be the hallmark. But, as central banks across the globe recalibrate liquidity levels, India, with 
its higher growth rate and least political instability will continue to remain in a sweet spot among other emerging 
markets and continue to attract global investors.

Meanwhile, here are the key catalysts in favor of the bulls:

1) Hopes of further rate cut from RBI: 

2) Roll-out of Goods and Services Tax (GST) and infrastructure reforms.

3) Normal monsoon.

4) The outlook for more monetary stimulus from global central banks.

5) Crude Oil prices below $ 50 a barrel continues to be a game changer for the Indian Economy. Fall in crude oil 
prices is hugely positive for India:

6) On backdrop of lower commodity prices, we suspect the headline CPI inflation likely to fall further in final part 
of  2016.

7) If inflation falls further then there is a good chance that RBI may cut policy rates further by 50 bps by March 
2017.

8)  Current Account Deficit (CAD) at the moment is at comfort level. CAD remains within RBI's comfort    
    zone of 2.5 % of GDP.
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9) A large balance of payments surplus likely in 2016 driven by a narrowing of the current account deficit and 
strong capital inflows.

10) If reform progress accelerates then we are sure India will become fastest-growing large emerging market 
economy in 2-3 years time frame. 

11)  Cyclical recovery likely.

12) It is nice to see the Indian Rupee performing significantly better than other Emerging Market currencies in 
spite expected rate hike in the U.S. We suspect the recent divergence to continue.

13)  A government committed to reforms. 

14)  Introduction of GST and DTC will have a huge positive impact and help generate better revenues.

Having said that, the most powerful macro themes and concerns for investors at Dalal Street in near term would 
be…

1) Fed Hikes. The expected continuation rate hikes from Fed should potentially translate into stronger U.S 
dollar. Well, this is bound to have negative impact on Emerging Market economies as this could prompt big 
funds to move their funds quickly from emerging markets such as India to the US in expectation of higher 
returns in the months to follow. Hence, sentiments will have adverse impact for investors at Dalal Street amid 
limited foreign portfolio flows channel. 

2017 will be challenging for Dalal Street on backdrop of environment of rising U.S interest rates and 
lower liquidity for Emerging Markets. Rate hikes from Fed should now be a consistent worry for Dalal 
Street.
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All eyes will be on U.S Jobs data on November 4th. Please note, if the data is weaker, that might put a 
wrench in the Fed’s plans to hike interest rates in the near term.

2) U.S Elections on November 8th, 2016: November 2016 is an election year in U.S:  Honestly speaking, 
November 2016 has almost arrived in a swirl of cross currents, merging breezes of economic hope with storms 
of political contention, as is usually expected in a U.S. presidential election year. Amid this backdrop in the 
United States of America, expect heightened volatility and uncertainty at stock markets across globe.  This 
uncertainty will definitely not help investors’ sentiments. 

3) RBI rate cut:  The RBI may be hesitant to cut interest rates to maintain India’s attractiveness as favored 
destination for foreign funds as a weaker currency could dash hopes for more rate cuts. Also, the ongoing 
divergent policy between the Federal Reserve and the Reserve Bank Of India may well keep the USD 
supported. A strong dollar will translate into weak Emerging Market performance relative to developed 
markets.

We suspect; the implications of the pay hikes recommended by the seventh pay commission on the fiscal 
deficit and the inflation of the country will be considered by the RBI to determine any further need/increase in 
the rates. The 7th Pay Commission recommendations (to be implemented from January 1, 2016)
recommends a 23.55 per cent increase in salary, allowances and pension along with a virtual one-rank-one-
pension for civilians, involving an additional outgo of Rs 1.02 lakh crore a year which might put some pressure 
on the fiscal deficit and also there is also a likely-hood that inflation will move up.

4)   An unforeseen external shock or to put it straight: a recession in China.  Investors in emerging     
     markets like India are seen worrying about the downturn in China, as this could dampen sentiment in 
    the region. Please note, a further slowdown in China or devaluation of Yuan could have a ripple effect 
   on other emerging market currencies. If China devalues its currency further than it will increase the 
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Indian Rupee’s volatility. This will also put an pressure on Indian exports as there could be dumping of Chinese 
goods in India.  

5) Commodity price weakness. Agreed that the worst is almost over for commodity producers. But we feel 
that going forward will remain challenging for most commodity producers as global growth is expected to 
remain lackluster at best. The world is now eight years into a deleveraging cycle. At this rate, it will probably 
take more than the historical average of 10 years to complete. Meanwhile, supplies of almost every 
commodity are huge and growing. Amid this backdrop, expect metals to underperform at Dalal Street.

Having said that; low commodity prices have helped reduce inflation in India. This provides room to the 
Reserve Bank of India to cut rates in 2016. Well, this would provide further fuel for both economic growth and 
corporate earnings.

6) Muted returns ahead: The recent earnings were a lackluster/not that encouraging. To put it straight, only if 
earnings improves there will positive end to 2016 for Indian equities. Subdued commodity prices and slow 
global growth are potential headwinds while falling crude-oil prices and governments push towards 
infrastructure may result in higher earnings trajectory. Please note, if there are hints of earning turn-around 
then a modest re-rating of stocks likely.

7) A strong dollar inflicting pain: The dollar is up 8.4% in 2015 against a basket of six currencies. We expect 
to see further gains in 2016 in the U.S dollar; primarily as the Fed hikes rates while other countries continue 

easy money policies. This would definitely further pressure the Indian Rupee. 

8)    A slowdown in foreign investments on backdrop of expected interest rate hike from the U.S.
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The technical landscape is neutral at the moment amid consolidation witnessed in last month’s trading actoon 
and overbought conditions. The biggest level to watch on Nifty is the psychological 8500 mark. If 
this much watched support-level is violated on the downside then expect major downside risk in the system 
which can take Nifty initially to 8250 and then aggressive targets located at 7750 mark. Alternatively, if 8500 
mark holds then Dalal Street would be the much preferred investment destination.

Bottom-line: Wear your bullish cap ONLY if Nifty moves above key hurdles at 8800 mark. Above 
8800 mark, the next destination is 9000 and then at its all-time-highs at 9119. 

Among sectors, we prefer Consumer Durable sector. Among stocks, our preferred bets are: Dish TV, 
Indraprastha Gas, M&M Financials, Quickheal.
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Gold: $1273                        Major declines only below $1241.           

As expected, Gold mostly traded lower in previous month as global market jitters sparked by German financial giant 
Deutsche Bank eased, prompting investors to turn their attention away from the yellow metal.

Going forward in the near term, U.S elections will influence the yellow metal markets in either a positive or negative 
way. At the time of writing, Clinton is still the leader of the race and her chances are better and if she wins then expect 
gold prices to stay sideways. However, if Trump wins then expect gold to jump at least $50.

So, the next ten days or so it will be interesting for gold as the other major event lined up is the FOMC meet. We say so 
because, the long shadow of interest rate hikes in the US has haunted the precious metals sector for the last two years 
and is possibly the most important single threat to gold to move up.

Anyway we do not expect a November rate hike, but if we assume that Fed hikes in December, then that action will 
definitely give a boost to the U.S Dollar which in turn will hamper gold prices.

Amid this backdrop, we believe that the overall trend for yellow metal is still down as gold bugs likely to weigh the 
consequences of the U.S. Federal Reserve’s seemingly imminent rate hikes. Please note that the recent Bank of 
Japan’s decision to adopt negative interest rates and additional stimulus will be acknowledgment of broad worries 
about a global economic slowdown. Well, this should fuel a rally in the U.S. dollar which in turn could hurt prices for 
yellow metal. But the same catalyst can turn in favor of gold prices as a growing recessionary environment for the U.S., 
may spark appetite for gold. So, gold traders will now minutely keep a close eye on the trend of U.S Dollar.

Also, the immediate likely catalysts for the yellow metal will come in the form of monthly U.S. employment data. The 
jobs report for January is due on November 4. Please note, if the data is stronger, that might encourage 

the Fed’s plans to hike interest rates in the near term. Amid this expected backdrop, we continue to 
expect subdued price movement for the yellow metal in the near term.

 Why we are negative on Gold:
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1. Gold prices are hurt by the Federal Reserve’s decision hike interest rates.

2. Lack of any fresh bullish news for the gold market is allowing the technical traders to dominate and the near-
term technical posture. Having said that, only a break below $1241 support will confirm major weakness from 
here on.

3. No sign of inflation in the U.S could also pull interest away. 

4. Optimism in global stock markets are likely to be the key negative catalyst going forward, which are likely to 
hurt the investment appeal of the precious metal.

5. Lack of buying interest still continues to be the biggest worry. Investors are seen reassessing their reasons to 
hold gold. It should be noted that the yellow metal has already lost its luster as an investment vehicle in 2013.

6. Any gains likely to be short-lived as it seem that Gold has removed its safe-haven hat. We say so because gold 
could not build on gains even on backdrop of tensions from the Mideast region. Also, it is unable to hold gains 
after the recent downward revision to GDP data in the U.S.

7. A plummeting Chinese yuan vs. the U.S. dollar is likely to work against gold. That’s because, China is among the 
world’s biggest gold purchasers. The weaker Chinese currency makes it more expensive for Chinese citizens to 
buy gold.

Technically, it’s unfortunate for gold bulls, as there is no bottom in sight from a long term technical standpoint as we 
still do not have higher high/ low close, higher volumes, higher open interest and positive divergences in moving 
averages to signal a change in direction towards north. Hence, gold prices are most likely to remain subdued in the 

near future. In the near term, confirmation of down move on any close below $1241, targeting psychological 
$1175 mark.
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          Silver: $ 17.82:                                                     Choppy waters in a choppy Sea     

As expected, Silver ended on a downbeat note in October 2016.

Going forward, investors will be keeping an eye on recent and upcoming commentary from Fed officials for clues on 
the pace of interest-rate increases. Higher interest rates can boost the dollar and dull demand for dollar-
denominated commodities, including gold & silver. That means silver and the dollar often move inversely. A 
generally stronger dollar is likely to continue shedding of silver by exchange-traded funds and global economic 
cues set to keep pressure on the white metal.

All recent Fed remarks have mostly pointed to a December U.S. rate increase but still some disagreement persists.

The big question is: Will silver continue to outperform gold??

Well, the white metal seems to be finding its own support independent of gold due to strong buying interest from 
China and India. Also, an increase in industrial production of electronics is cementing downside. Yep, rising demand 
and shaky supply bodes well for silver’s slight outperformance.

On the absolute charts, Silver after hitting at its lowest price has rebounded sharply higher in recent times. 
Technically speaking, the expected dead cat bounce is almost over and the white after some consolidation should 
again start move lower. Profit booking could be the theme.

The big picture for silver continues to be negative both from the fundamental and technical standpoint. Technically 
speaking, the biggest factor to watch out for in the near term would be $16.50 support area. Any close below 

$16.50 support will lead to larger declines, re-focusing attention at its key support at $15 zone. Hurdles in 
near term are at $19.50-20 zone.

Establishing short positions on any strength near $18.50-19 zone should be the preferred trading 
strategy in the near term.
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Crude-Oil: $48.07:                       All eyes on OPEC meet on Nov. 30, 2016                        

As mentioned, Crude-oil prices ended October with a gain of 1.1%, but it was the smallest rise in eight months. The 
key catalyst working in favor of crude-oil prices is the shift in OPEC’s stance toward limiting production.

Well, oil has created a narrow base for itself after finding itself much higher than the early-2016 bottom.

Going forward, the key catalyst for oil traders again would be the plans by major oil producers to cap crude output. 
Please note, the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries’ formal meeting is on Nov. 30 and is likely to be 
the big headline event for November month.

Looking ahead to the fourth quarter, we expect Crude-oil prices are likely to move higher towards $51/barrel on 
backdrop of continuation of speculation, short-covering, and momentum. Aggressive targets on crude-oil could be 
at $55-60 zone. 

In the short term, the upside momentum likely to continue and are in favor of a rebound to around $51-55 zone. 
But fundamentally, the U.S. crude inventories are set to rise significantly in near future; the market might be 
disappointed in its impact on current-month prices as high oil-storage levels have a stronger impact on the longer-
term price structure. Also, the recent Chinese manufacturing data do not provide much optimism for oil-demand 
growth.

Having said that, please note that U .S. shale producers, whose technology enables them to increase oil production 
quickly, may also swoop in and widen the spigots to capture the higher margins. This move should cap upside in oil 

prices. Also, OPEC may also face challenges getting non-OPEC members to cooperate. The BOJ intention 
on negative rates regime suggests that the U.S. dollar will remain high against most major currencies, 
thus maintaining pressure on global commodities like crude-oil.
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 The other key negative catalyst continues to be the global glut of crude and then concerns over a slowdown in 
Chinese energy demand. China plays big role in oil’s slide. Also, it must be noted that the big producer - Saudi 
Arabia- cost of oil production is under $10 per barrel. So, it clearly indicates that Saudi Arabia can easily withstand a 
price war even if prices fall up to $20 per barrel. Helping negative sentiments are also the U. S. shale production 
which is not going to be curtailed overnight. In fact, record- high US crude oil inventories deepens worries over the 
global supply glut. Meanwhile, Iran has confirmed that there will be no cuts until production and exports are 
significantly higher. This definitely serves as a reminder that Iran will remain outside any agreement, with its own 
production set to rise in the months ahead.

It must be noted that, commodity cycles are very long on the way up and similarly on the way down. And oil prices 
at the moment are well off their peaks, so far off, in fact, and can only be described as in a super cycle in reverse, or 
a secular bear market.

On the technical front, as long as crude oil stays below $60 resistance level, there can be some further selling on 
cards. And, if buyers are unable to defend $42.50, then expect immediate downside risk at $30-32 zone.

Buying with interweek/intermonth perspective should be the preferred strategy, but unwind longs on any excessive 
strength near the $53- 55 zone.
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        USD/INR: 66.77:                                         Major weakness on cards below 66.

 

Technically speaking, the USD/INR continues to trade at overbought. Hence, some sideways movements or profit 
booking likely in the near term. Key supports in near term are at 66-66.05 zone. Any close below this 66 support 
zone should trigger major losses with aggressive targets at 64.50-64.75 zone. Immediate hurdles remain at 68.50 
mark and then major resistances are at 70-70.50 zone. We expect, selling ion any excessive strength should be the 
preferred strategy for USD/INR.

 We are negative on USD/INR amid expectations of strong capital inflows coming into the country in the long-run 
due to strong economic fundamentals aided by good monsoon and better-than-expected corporate earnings.

The direction of USD/INR is south unless there is an unanticipated “black swan” event like the geopolitical tensions 
at India and Pakistan border. The other events which influence USD/INR are the speculation that the RBI could 
slash interest rates further amid low inflation and to boost growth. Also, the talk is that the Fed will hike rates and 
that should potentially translate into stronger U.S dollar.
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DISCLAIMER: This is solely for information of clients of Saaketa Consultants Ltd and does not construe to be an investment advice. It is also not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase and 
sale of any financial instruments. Any action taken by you on the basis of the information contained herein is your responsibility alone and Saaketa Consultants Ltd its subsidiaries or its employees or 
associates will not be liable in any manner for the consequences of such action taken by you. We have exercised due diligence in checking the correctness and authenticity of the information contained in 
this recommendation, but Saaketa Consultants Ltd or any of its subsidiaries or associates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any 
inadvertent error in the information contained in this recommendation or any action taken on basis of this information.

Technical analysis studies market psychology, price patterns and volume levels. It is used to forecast future price and market movements. Technical analysis is complementary to fundamental analysis 
and news sources. The recommendations issued herewith might be contrary to recommendations issued by Saaketa Consultants Ltd in the company research undertaken as the recommendations 
stated in this report is derived purely from technical analysis. Saaketa Consultants Ltd has based this document on information obtained from sources it believes to be reliable but which it has not 
independently verified; Saaketa Consultants Ltd makes no guarantee, representation or warranty and accepts no responsibility or liability as to its accuracy or completeness. The opinions contained 
within the report are based upon publicly available information at the time of publication and are subject to change without notice. The information and any disclosures provided herein are in summary 
form and have been prepared for informational purposes. The recommendations and suggested price levels are intended purely for trading purposes. The recommendations are valid for the day of the 
report however trading trends and volumes might vary substantially on an intraday basis and the recommendations may be subject to change. The information and any disclosures provided herein may 

be considered confidential. Any use, distribution, modification, copying, forwarding or disclosure by any person is strictly prohibited. The information and any disclosures provided herein do not 
constitute a solicitation or offer to purchase or sell any security or other financial product or instrument. The current performance may be unaudited. Past performance does not guarantee 

future returns. There can be no assurance that investments will achieve any targeted rates of return, and there is no guarantee against the loss of your entire investment.
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